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ABSTRACT
The phase diagram for MgSiO3 was estimated using the entropy, enthalpy, thermal expansivity, and volumes of all the phases. Entropy at the various P-T conditions in the phase
diagram was estimated using statistical thermodynamics and spectroscopic data at ambient
and high pressures for each of the phases. Nearly complete 1 atm polarized Raman spectra
of end-member MgSiO3 orthoenstatite and new high-pressure Raman data on orthoenstatite
(Pbca) to 24.5 GPa and majorite to 33.6 GPa are presented. Both of these minerals exhibit
profound changes in their spectra as pressure is increased and the pressure dependence of
the Raman modes changes substantially at 5 GPa for orthoenstatite and 26 GPa for majorite. These, like MgSiO3 perovskite, appear to change symmetry even at room temperature. The slopes for the following transitions are reported: clinoenstatite (C2/c) to majorite,
212 bar/K; majorite to ilmenite, 46 bar/K; ilmenite to perovskite, 246 bar/K, majorite to
perovskite, 26 bar/K. A volume change of 0.6 cm3/mol for the orthopyroxene to highpressure clinopyroxene transition was estimated using the previously measured phase
boundary and the present entropy data. Clapeyron slopes are overestimated by 20 to 100%
if the pressure dependence of DS across the transitions at various P-T conditions is not
included in the thermodynamic calculations.

INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamic parameters have been used to check
the consistency of phase equilibrium data as well as to
extrapolate the phase boundaries beyond the usually limited P-T space of the experiments (for example, Akaogi
et al. 1989; Chopelas et al. 1994a). The ability to accurately predict phase boundaries among candidate mantle
minerals aids in modeling of mantle compositions and
temperatures at the seismic discontinuities and in modeling the topography of phase boundaries due to lateral
temperature variations. Very often, large uncertainties in
the slopes of phase boundaries exist due to the limited
number of data taken over a too narrow P-T range in
phase equilibrium experiments. The required long extrapolations of these phase boundaries render them unsuitable
for the purpose of modeling the Earth’s mantle. Estimates
of the phase boundaries using the thermodynamic parameters complement phase boundary measurements at high
P and T.
The required parameters for estimating phase boundaries are change in enthalpy, DH, change in entropy, DS,
heat capacity, CP, and change of volume DV across the
phase transition. Enthalpies are measured by calorimetry
(for example, Akaogi and Ito 1993b; Akaogi et al. 1989)
and entropies and heat capacities are derived from spectroscopic measurements using statistical thermodynamics.
Volumes are derived from compression measurements at
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room temperature and thermal expansivity systematics
(Chopelas and Boehler 1992b). This study presents new
spectroscopic data for orthoenstatite and majorite, and
uses these and previous data for perovskite (Chopelas
1996), ilmenite (Hofmeister and Ito 1992; Reynard and
Rubie 1996), and clinoenstatite (Chopelas and Boehler
1992a) in the MgSiO3 system to estimate entropy and heat
capacities. The MgSiO3 phase diagram is then predicted
using these new data with the previous calorimetric and
volumetric data.

EXPERIMENTAL

METHODS

For all Raman measurements on MgSiO3 polymorphs,
synthetic end-member orthoenstatite (Smithsonian no.
137311) was heated in the diamond cell to the appropriate
temperature at various pressures to produce clinoenstatite
(17 GPa), majorite (18 GPa), ilmenite (18 GPa), and perovskite (21 GPa).
Polarized Raman spectra of orthoenstatite were collected at one atm from approximately 1 mm single crystals oriented using its natural crystal faces. Typical laser
powers at the sample were about 10 to 20 mW. For all
measurements at high pressures, a chip from the same
orthoenstatite was loaded in a diamond cell where the
diamonds had 250 mm diameter culets. The sample and
micrometer-sized ruby chips were placed in the 100 mm
diameter gasket chamber, which was then filled with high
purity dry argon in a single-cylinder, 0.3 GPa gas pressure vessel using a membrane compressor. To obtain the
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